Speaker adaptation methods fur tied-mixturebased phoneme models are investigated lor text-pronipted speaker recognition. For this type of speaker recognition, speaker-specific phoiierne models are essential for verifying both the key text and the speaker. 'Ihis paper proposes a new method of creating speaker-specific phoneme models. This uses speaker-independent (universal) phoneme models consisting of ticd-mixture HhlhIs and adapts the feature space of the tied-mixtures to that o l the speaker through phoneme-dependent/indepeiident iterative traiiiing. Therefore, it call adapt models of plione~nes that have a small amount of t,raining data to 1 . 1~ speaker. The proposed method was tested using 15 speakers' voices recorded over 10 months and achieved a speaker a i d text verification rate of 99.4% even when both the voices of different speakers and different texts uttered by tlie true speaker were to be rejected.
INTRODUCTION
We recently reported very efficient text-prompted speaker recognition methods using imly a iirnit.ed nninber of training utterances for each speaker [I] [?] .
In textprompted speaker recognition, an arbitrary key text can be used at each recognition, and the rccognizcr accepts the input utterance only when it decides rtiat the true speaker correctly uttered the prompted sentence. Therefore, it is unnecessary to woriy about the system being fooled by recordings of key words or sentences uttered by the registered speaker. I n thi. t.ype of speaker recognition, the speaker verification and text confirniation require models that accurately represent both speaker and phonetic information. Reference [' ] compared methods that create speaker-specific phoneme models arid showed t.he effectiveness of a method that was Iia.sed on speaker-adaptation of universal phoneme inodek (3-slate 4-:nixIure conliiiiioiis HMMs) accomplished by estiinating ?lie mean valiies and t.he weighting factors of tlie mixtures.
By incorporating tied-iiiistiire II hl Ms [or uiiivtxsal phoneme models, this paper estcnd-the previous work based on speaker adaphtion of nnivr:isnl phoneme modds for creating speaker.-sp<:cific plioiieniv ~nodels. T i l e tiedmixture H M M is better than the continuous IlMhl for the following two rpasons. I'irst, the tied-iiiixtiire. HhIM has a mixture of Gaiissian components in which mean and variance values are tied across all the phoneme models, and it can be used to estimate parameters efficiently. This works very well when the amount of training data is small [3]. Second, the speaker information accumulated over all phonemes, which is used in text-independent speaker recognition [4], can be represented by the tied-mixtures. Therefore, speaker adaptation using tied-mixture HMMs is expected to be better than that using continuous IIMMs for text-prompted speaker recognition.
In our previous work, we used a speaker adaptation method that was originally developed for speech recogiiition [5], and it proved to be inadequate for speaker recognilion. The speaker-adapted phoneme models did not have enough speaker information, and the performance ol the phoneme models was not good enough. To solve this problem, we used the combination method [?] of speaker-adapted phorieme models and a phonemeindependent speaker model, which made up for the lack of speaker inforniation. The combination method had the problem that likelihood values for speaker verification and t.ext confirmation had to be measured separately. In our new method presented in this paper, the combination is unnecessary. and the likelihood values for both speaker verification and text confirmatioii are evaluated simultaneously.
TEXT-PROMPTED SPEAKER RECOGNITION
The main procedure of text-prompted speaker recognition is shown in Fignre I . The system < reates speakerspecific phoneme models for each referencr speaker in the training phase. In t,he speaker and text wrification, the phoneme-concatenation model correspontliug to t.he key text is made, and t.he accumulated likelihood of the input, speech frames for the model is compared with a threshold to decide whether to :accept, or reject the speaker.
Since the likelihood has a. wide range for diflerenl. illput speech data, it. is difficult t o set stable thresholds for speaker and text verification using speech recorded at several sessions using different t.cxts. To set st able thresholds. the likelihood value is normalized using a posteriori probability [2]. This normalization method was experimentally compared with a similar method [GI based o n the likelihood ratio and shown t o be more effective.
The a posteriori probability, which is used in the normalization method, is given by where s, is a speaker, and t , I S a tex t; in particular sr is the claimed speaker and 1, is the prompted texi. The p (s., t,) is the simultaneous probability for speaker I and text j, and is assumed to be a constant fur all conibinations of speakers and texts. The p(zls,, t c ) is the probability of the daimed speaker's WMM for the prompted text. c, p ( z I s . , t , )
is approximated by the average of the n liigliestiikelilioods by using parallel phoneme H M M tietworks lor all registered speakers including the clainied speaker.
PHONEME DEPENDENT/INDEPENDENT ITERATIVE SPEAKER ADAPTATION: I'D1

Principle
In speaker recognition, a nict.hod that needs a largr amount of uaining data is unrealistic. However, when using only a small amount of training data, there can be some infrequent or even zero-frequency phonemes (phonemes that are not included in the training data), so it is difficult to adapt the model parameters to the speaker. Although it can be considered that the feature spaces for infrequent phonemes are estimated from those for frequent phonemes by using some assumptions about t,he geometric structure of the feature spaces, the grometric atruct.ure differs from speaker to speaker. so it will be w r y difficult to find efficient assumptions for each speaker On the other hand, if universal phoneme models are directly nsed for infrequcnt phonemes, input speech t.hat includes such phonemes may be mistakenly rejected since the speaker's voice does not necessarily fit the universal phoneme modvls.
Here we investigate a ni'w method, in which the model parameters of even infrequent phonemes can be adapted to a new speaker. Wc assnine that the feature parameter space for each speaker can be approximately represented by the distribut.iou of feature parameters accumulated over several sentences. This assumption is based on our previous work [4] which indicated that such distribution represented by Gaussian mixtures or a VQ-codebook could be effect,ively nsed for text-independent speaker recognition. In the next section wc introduce the procedure of our new method based on this principle.
Procedure
Phoneme dependent/independent iterative speaker adaptation (PDI) is a speaker adaptation method using tied-mixture HMMs for phoneme models. In this method, the feature space of the tied-mixtures is adapted to that of the speaker by applying both phoneme-dependent and independent training in series. There can be several types of series. As one of the robust determination techniques of HMM parameters when training data are iusufficient, the technique of deleted interpolation is well-known [7] . In deleted interpolation, two (or more) models are trained separately, and the model parameters are determined by interpolating those models. However, it is very difficult to interpolate phoneme models and phoneme-independent speaker models. For F'DI, tied-mixtures are used as a common component, and two different types of training are applied to them sequentially The phoneme-dependent training corresponds to conventional speaker adaptation applied to each phoneme model. In the phoneme-independent training, speaker information across all phonemes is used for adapting the tied-mixtures, and the feature spaces of each phoneme are shifted according to the distribution of feature parameters across all the phonemes in the training data. Therefore, even phoneme models for which the amount of training data is small can be adapted to the speaker.
In the phoneme-dependent training, universal phoneme In the phoneme-independent training, a 1-state HMM is created using the tied-mixtures for each speaker. The training speech data is used for est.imating both the mean values and the weighting factors of the mixtures characterizing the 1-state HMhI for each speaker. (The initial valucs of the weighing factors are set to a common value for all the mixtnres.) The mean values of the tied-mixtures are then replaced by those of the 1-state IIMM for each speaker. Since phoneme informatioii is not used in this training, it is not assumed that phonet,ic discrimination power is inG proved. However, it has the advantage that even a mixture used in modeling a phoneme not included in the training data can be shifted to the feature space of the speaker. For PDI, phonernr-drpeiirleiit/iiid(~~~t~rident training was carried as in Figure ? . (This series sliowvd the best performance under these experirneiital con~litions.) For the purpose of coniparisoii, 'I-state 4-niixt urii H3Ihfs were used as rontinuous HMhls. 'The HMhf parameters were estiniated by using the Baiim-1Velrh algorithm.
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The performance of wir nictliod was evaluated hy the speaker and text verificatioii error rate. The tliresliold was set a posteriori t o equalize the probalSlity of false acceptance and false reje<:tion. In these experiinents, we also used speech data of 1~x 1 s that differml from the proniptcd texts but were utt.ered by the t.rne speaker as data t1iir.t should be rejected. T h t . likcliliooil valiies were calcul~tteil rising t,he trellis algorithin. that create speaker-specific phoneme models by t,he conventional plioneine-(lepen[le~it training algorithm for phoneme models using either continuous or tied-mixture HMMs.
RESULTS
Tlie [ ] indicat,es the error rate using the likelihood normalization method. For all methods, phoneme-dependent training was iterated t.tiree times. (For PDI, phonemedependent training was applied alternately, so the total number of trainiiig iterations in the series was five.) These results show that PDI is more effective than "contiriuous" and "tied-mixture," and that the likelihood normalization method is very effective. Figure 3 conipares performances of PDI and "tiedmixture" Cor different uunibers of phoneme-dependent training iterations. For PDI, the total number of training iterations in the series was twice the number of phonemedependent training iterations minus one. These results show that PDI is more effective than "tied-mixture", especially when using t.he likelihood normalization method.
DISCUSSION
Plionenied~pcndent/indepenriellt training series
For PDI, addit.ional experiments for several types of €'honeme-dependent/indepeiideiit training series were carried out,. Table 2 lists the speaker and text verification 1-127 error rates. "D"" m<:ans that I'honenlrdepenilent training was iterated n times. "ID"" means that phonemcindependent training was applied first and then phonemedependent training was iterated n times. "(ID)"" means that the series of phoneme-independent and dependent training was iterated n times. "D(ID)"" is the same series as in Figure 2 . These results indicati: that when the number of iterations for phonenic-depenrl~nt training is fixed, the error rate is decreased by applying phonemeindependent training for any series. The best accuracy,
99.4%, was obtained for D ( I D ) ' .
Likelihood values of plioiieiiie rticiclels
For PDI and "tied-mixture". the likelihood value of input speech for each phoneine model was examined as a function o f t h e frequency of each phoneme in the training data. The phoneme for each input speech frame was determined by its alignment using the Viterbi search. Before the comparison between PDI and "tied-mixture", the loglikelihood values were normalized to the normal dist ribution N ( 0 , I ) for each method The averagpd differences brtween the likelihood values for each phonenii: model by PDI and "tied-mixture" were calculated and ordered according 5 Table 3 lists the averaged differences when the phoneme frequency order was divided into four parts. The first part 'Llst-lOth" represents phonemes that are from the lowest t o the 10th-lowest frequency. These results show that for inftequent phonemes, the likelihood values of PDI are higher than those of "tied-mixture" and vice versa for frequent phonemes. This indicates that infrequent phonemes are more effectively adapted to the speaker using PDI than using "tied-mixture".
[6] A. Higgins, L. Bahler, and J. Porter, "Speaker verification using raitdoniized phrase prompting," Digital Signal Processing I , pp. 89-106 (1991) [7] F. Jelinek and R.L. Mercer, "Interpolated estimation of Markov source parameters from sparse data," in Pattern Recognition in Practice, E.S. Gelesrna and L.N. Iianal, Edu. Amsterdam, The Netherlands:
CONCLUSIONS
A new speaker adaptation method called PDI has been developed by using tied-mixture-based phoneme models for text-prompted speaker recognition. PDI is more effective than the conventional methods. It uses the advantage of the tied-mixture HMMs, which can represent speaker information accumulated over all phonemes in the tied-mixtures. The phoneme models made by PDl can, therefore, be used simultaneously for speaker and text verification. We also showed t hat the likelihood normalization method is very effective. I'D1 achieved a speaker and text verification rate of 99.4%.
For future work, we plan t o investigate the geometric structure of the feature spaces for phonemes in order to estimate the feature spaces for infrequent phonemes from those for frequent phonemes.
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